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Release: 
 May 8, 2010 

Feature: 
 

Payroll Calculate 

Ticket: 
 224998 

Change: 
 

Payroll calculation HR Message #55 was modified as follows: 
From:  Retirement deduction/benefit from previous plan not 
attached to pay record. 
To: Retirement deduction/benefit control record not attached to 
pay record. 
 
The message was modified to be more generic because it might not 
always apply to the previous plan. 

Reason: 
 Defect correction. 

Menu: 
 

HR \ PA \ CP \ CA 

Implementation 
Notes: 

A data manipulation was applied to update the HR Message. No 
client action necessary. 

 
 
Release: 
 May 8, 2010 

Feature: 
 

Quarterly Wage Detail Report, Check Verification Report, Check 
Register, and other reports that display retirement hours and work 
hours. 

Ticket: 
 225117 

Change: 
 

The payroll calculation program was modified to once again place 
retirement hours and work hours into the payroll transaction 
records.  The update process then places those values into the 
payroll history records for the above reports. After the retirement 
rewrite release, April 2010 SR, contract retirement and work hours 
were not appearing on the above reports. 

Reason: 
 Defect correction. 

Menu: 
 

HR \ PA \ RE \ PA \ SF \ WA 

HR \ PA \ CP \ PE 

HR \ PA \ CP \ CR 

Implementation 
Notes: 

A data manipulation was applied to place retirement and work 
hours for April back into the payroll history records.  No client 
action necessary. 
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Release: 
 May 8, 2010 

Feature: 
 

Payroll Calculate 

Ticket: 
 225418 

Change: 
 

The payroll calculation program was modified to correct 
retirement re-balancing issues.  Previously, retirement calculations 
did not always re-balance appropriately when there were months 
on the contract that had zero projections and the pay amount on the 
contract was zero. 

Reason: 
 Defect correction. 

Menu: 
 

HR \ PA \ CP \ CA 

Implementation 
Notes:  

 
 
 
Release: 
 May 8, 2010 

Feature: 
 

Payroll calculate (calculation of retirement benefit) 

Ticket: 
 224828 

Change: 
 

The payroll calculation program was modified to accumulate 
retirement adjustment employer contribution amounts to the 
benefit associated with the adjustment’s system and plan.  The 
employee contribution amounts were accumulating to both the 
deduction and benefit amounts when the adjustment was for an 
earning period outside the current member profile.   

Reason: 
 Defect correction. 

Menu: 
 

HR \ PA \ CP \ CA 

Implementation 
Notes: 

To be affected by the defect an adjustment would have the 
following conditions: 

- Have an earning period other than a period effective for the 
employee’s current profile. 

- Have an employer contribution amount. 
- Have been processed in a payroll since 4/10/10. 

Note:  Since the rewrite, the calc assigns the system, plan and type 
to adjustments according to which system, plan and type is 
effective for the earning period on the adjustment. 
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Release: 
 May 8, 2010 

Feature: 
 

Payroll Calculate (Workers’ Compensation) 

Ticket: 
 225170, 225339, 225228 

Change: 
 

The payroll calculation program was modified to correct 
inaccurate or missing workers’ compensation charged benefit 
amounts.  After the retirement rewrite release, April 2010 SR, 
workers’ compensation charged benefit amounts were incorrect or 
missing if an employee had no retirement member profile.  This 
also occurred if an employee had a retirement member profile and 
there were pay records selected for the current payroll with no 
retirement deduction or benefit attached.  This affected not only 
the Workers’ Compensation Payroll Report, but any report that 
includes workers’ compensation charged benefit amounts such as 
the Check Verification Register and the Check Register. 

Reason: 
 Defect correction. 

Menu: 
 

HR \ PA \ CP \ CA 

Implementation 
Notes: 

This modification corrects the issue for payrolls run subsequent to 
the May 8, 2010 standard release only.  A data manipulation to 
correct the inaccurate or missing charged benefits for payrolls run 
after the April 2010 SR and prior to the May 2010 SR is 
forthcoming in a future release. 

 
 
 
 


